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JOKO· 

Durban yacht, MMI Ma:ida, skippered by Martin Payne for Point Yacht Club, came 7th overall. 

NOT quite a storm in the Lipton Tea Cup. Indeed, acknowledging Point Yacht villain in sailing, had decided otherwise. 
(Or) Brewing up a storm in a Lipton Club's centenary next year, both the The windless conditions on the first day 

Tea Cup. defending champions Zeekoevlei Yacht convinced many spectators to go home, 
Whatever Captour may say, Cape win- Club as well as the Royal Cape Yacht Club convinced there would be no race. But the 

ters are not really a draw-card. And if turf had nominated Durban as the venue for boats sat out in the bay, and a race there 
punters happily head to the warmth of the next event had they proved winners. was. 
Durban in July, then there are a number of But that is to rule out the delightful In the fluky and at times windless condi
Joko Lipton Cup contenders who would vagaries of South Africa's premier inter- tions, with a finish in 13th place, it looked 
gladly do the same in August. club yacht race, including the passage of a as though defending champions 

This year they had a very lack-lustre container vessel cutting off the tail end of Zeekoevlei, with Rick Nankin and Chris 
Cape weather pattern to back their argu- the fleet in one race. King on MS & A Stainless, were going to 
ment for heading north. The weather factor, as always the chief have trouble extending their three-year 

Also available in kit form 
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WINNING 126: Judron, skippered by Greg Davis for Hout Bay yacht club. 
Inset: JUDRON CREW: From left, Peter Hall, Duncan McKechnle, Greg Davis, Pleter du Tolt, Michael Davis and Joe de Kock. 

hold on the cup. The Royal Cape entry, UCT entry, Irish Mist skippered by Greg fleet to fifth place. 
Port Owen Challenger, skippered by Hall, while the Hout Bay favourite, The next race on the Monday proved 

· Dave Hudson, held on to their early lead Judron, skippered by Greg Davis, after a equally vulnerable to the windless condi
to take first place, closely followed by the poor start, managed to pull through the tions. "Bobby," called a voice on Channel 

FRESHWATER 
FOR SAIL ... 
.. .for mining, for industry, for farming, in fact 
for any application where fresh drinking · 
water is needed from either brackish or 

sea-water sources. 
Seabrak's unique reverse osmosis 

systems for producing pure and fresh 
drinking water for mine waste, 

brackish and sea water sources, 
are simple to operate with proven 

reliability. (On the Round-the
World yacht race and the 

Cape-to-Uraguay yacht 
race). 

~---s~~~~~ 
Tel: (011)8280103 ~ 
Fax: (011) 828 9699 
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16, after the first start had been aban
doned, "you seem to have found the one 
big hole in the bay." Certainly Bongers did 
not have an easy task. 

Judron led the fleet round the first tri
angle, and was looking well placed when 
the wind died again, and depending from 
where it came again, it could have been 
anyone's race. But Judron held on to the 
lead, followed by False Bay entry, D By/ & 

• Co, skippered by Jan Reuvers and Craig 
Richards in second place, with De Beers 
YC entry Sterns in third, and Zeekoevlei 
fourth. But it was well after dusk before 
some boats got back to the club. 

The breezes improved somewhat on 
the third day, allowing Zeekoevlei to show 
their mettle with a well-earned win, but 
they only just beat Co-Ordination of 
Victoria Lake Club skippered by Robbie 
Willcox, and Orsmond Aerial the Henley 
Midmar entry with Graham Dibb at the 
helm. Judron managed a fifth, after tear
ing a spinnaker, thus just hanging on to 
their overall first place. 

Driving rain postponed the start of the 
fourth race, and the first start was aban
doned, and a second start ended in a gen
eral recall. The race eventually got away to 
a clear start just after 13h00, in a westerly 
wind which had dropped to 15 knots, leav
ing a lumpy sea. Zeekoevlei's MS & A 
Stainless and Hout Bay's Judron were 
first away at the start, and Davis managed 
to keep the lead to the finish. 

But, after Judron had rounded the 
windward mark, while setting their spin
naker, they had a close brush with Port 

PORT OWEN CHALLENGER: Skippered by Dave Hudson for Royal Cape yacht club. 

Owen Challenger coming up to the mark. 
Subsequently both Dave Hudson and Rick 
Nankin lodged protests which were eventu
ally disallowed. 

Needless to say the decision left some 
competitors unhappy. Certainly with the 
help of the hops-skip-and-jump juice in the 
club, discussion became quite intense and 
regional! 

Hudson conceded to a preliminary 
hearing of the protest committee that in 
the thick of events, it was probably a 
minute before he was able to fly a protest 
flag. At the time he had not called out that 
he would protest. "I had expected to see 
an "I" flag", he said. 

Davis said he had watched the other 

ALSO 
AVAILABLE IN 
SAILDRIVE 

boat for a protest flag, but had only seen it 
when already past the bottom mark. The 
committee ruled that the hail should be 
made· immediately to give the other boat 
the chance to opt for a penalty. 

On the final day Davis was sitting with 
a comfortable points lead, but clearly the 
Nankin and King combo were not going to 
give Davis an easy passage, and played a 
relentless game of tag prior to the start. 

The start was almost comical when a 
surge of current at the gun pushed all the 
boats towards the pin, edging Dave 
Hudson right off his favourite position, and 
causing a confused melee. 

Zeekoevlei led from the start closely fol
lowed by Hout Bay, and for a while the 

3 JH 2 = 34.6 kW 
4 JH 2 - SERIES 

MODEL KW 
SE 36,8 
TE 45,6 
HTE 55,2 
DTE 64,7 
UTE 73,6 
192-246kg 

leading pair had the appearance of a 
match-racing duel. Positions changed quite 
a bit in the rest of the fleet as the wind 
shifted. Hudson went inshore to catch the 
breeze, and Royal Natal with some other 
boats used the tactic to advantage on sub
sequent legs. 

Leading on the final turn around the 
original windward mark, the degree of shift 
must have taken MS & A Stainless by sur
prise. In an effort to keep the spinnaker 
flying she lost ground, and Judron slipped 
through to give Davis his final victory and 
convincing overall lead. 

Hout Bay as the venue for the next 
contest is already generating excitement. 
Commented Rick Nankin, "That's a 
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ONE LIFE. 
ONE CHANCE. 

ONE SAFETY 
SYSTEM. 

The Jo_n Buoy Safety System is unique. The key to its operation 
lies in its four elements: • An ingenious water sensor worn by 
crew members on deck.• An on-board man-overboard alarm. 

• A Decca or autopilot interface. • The specially-
designed Jon Buoy Recovery Raft. 

In a man-overboard situation 
the crew's personal sensor 
simultaneously, sounds the 

alarm, launches the Jon Buoy Recovery 
Raft and freezes the yacht's position in its 

Decca or auto-pilot. Alternatively, the Jon Buoy 
Recovery Raft- which packs down neatly to the 

size and shape of a horseshoe lifering- can be 
launched manually and incorporates a sling to facilitate recovery 
with a halyard. The Jon Buoy Safety System can be purchased 
complete or as individual elements. 
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stretch of water that we've not used 
before, it can have interesting winds, so 
that should be a lot of fun." 

While Point Yacht Club would clearly 
have enjoyed hosting the race in their cen-
tenary year, no club winning Lipton for the 
first time is going to deny themselves the 
pleasure. To move the cup to warmer 
climes is going to take a bit more effort 
from the boys in the north. _t, 

UPTON•CUP 
RESULTS 

1 HOUTBAYYC G Davis 

2 ZEEKOEVLEI Y C RNankin 
C King 

3 HENLY MIDMAR Y C GDibb 

4 FALSE BAY Y C J Reuvers 
C Richards 

5 ROYAL CAPE Y C D Hudson 

6 VICTORIA LAKE R Willcox 

7 POINTY C M Payne 

8 LANGEBAAN Y C D Alison 

9 DEFENCE NATAL A de Vlieg 
8 Leibrandt 

10 TRANSVAAL Y C PThompson 
R Wiederhold 

11 ROYAL NATAL Y C P Harris 
N Tocknell 

12 UCTYC G Hall 

13 DE BEERS Y C R Holloway 

14 DSC BOLAND A Kramer 

15 HERMANUS Y C J Waller 

16 WALVIS BAY Y C M Schultz 

17 VOGELVLEI Y C J Provoyeur 

18 EAST LONDON Y C D Hart 

19 DSC SIMONSTOWN RLock 

20 SWARTKOPS Y C D Forbes 

21 HOT. HOLLAND 8 Kemlo 

22 DSC N/IVL T Steyn 
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ALL ABOARD 
THE DRAWING 

BOARD 
The single most important factor in designing and building a boat is 

PLANNING! 
Working together as a professional team from day one saves you 
time, money and hassles right through to launch day and beyond. 

Bellamy Masts and Bellamy Custom have the experience, expertise 
and engineering know how to advise you from day one. 

From step to head, deck to rudder, stem to stem, Bellamy supply a 
vast range of integrated products and hardware including spars, 
rigging, deck hardware, rudder shafts, steering mechanisms and 

any custom component required. 

FROM DRAWING BOARD TO LAUNCH DAY AND BEYOND 

THE PROFESSIONALS FROM DAY ONE 
P.O. Box 100594 Ysterplaat 7425, Tel: (021) 511-9075, Fax: (021) 511-1747 

Durban Branch: Tel: (031) 466-1321/2, Fax: (031) 466-5432 
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